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D

iamonds are sunshine on a dewdrop but pearls, aah pearls, pearls are the glisten of
moonlight on the sea.

A couple of weeks ago, I received the long-awaited box of cultured pearl coins ordered for the
Royal Pain in the Tudors Home Study Project. I was getting a little nervous as I still had to
string my necklace and get it attached to the canvas for the stitch guide photographs. I knew
that they were coming and had been assured that they would make it, but when customs gets
involved in a shipment, interesting things can happen.
They came. Box cutter in hand, I sliced open the box. As the flaps
unfolded, the chatter of excitement in the shop ceased. I was
mesmerized, awestruck, gob smacked by the sight of literally
thousands of pearl coins. I have never enjoyed counting
merchandise as much as I did that day. I had to count more
than 100 strands of beautiful pearls and kept losing my count,
because I would stop to marvel at the interesting shapes and
swirls. The gleam of the pearl surface makes you want to touch
it, hold it, arrange it, run it through your fingers, and play with it.
I snatched a strand at random, snipped the knot and slid 20 pearls
into a bag to take home for later stitching. I was glad the box arrived late
in the day as I wouldn’t have been able to wait long. That evening, I arranged the pearls on
a piece of dark felt and moved them around until I really liked the shapes and color. Some
had almost a teardrop shape, so I positioned two of those to be at either end of my necklace.
Some had bumps and swirls, so I arranged those at different spaces
in the necklace. Some had color changes, dark spots or off-center
drilling, so I would flip those over to get
the side of the pearl I liked the best. As it
turned out, I only needed 18 of the 20
pearls for my strand, so I selected
two to return to the bag.
That was harder than
picking which side up!

Amy
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diving for pearls
T

he word “pearl” comes from the French word “perle,”
meaning “leg.” Now that is an interesting leap of
language for sure. I read in one Internet source that
the “perle” refers to the mutton-leg shape of the
bi-valve, pearl-producing mollusk (oyster or
other). I can’t help but wonder what the reason
for “perle coton” is, but that is for a different
newsletter.
Pearls, both natural and cultured, are
wondrous to behold. It is no surprise that the
rich luster of the pearl has fascinated mankind
for centuries. The very best pearls exhibit a metallic
mirror-like luster which seems to almost glow in any
light, no matter how dim. Whether adorning a gown,
coupled with gold and precious stones in a crown or simply
strung and resting against skin, the mystery of the pearl’s luminous
complexion draws us like moths to the flame.
Born in darkness, the pearl starts as a foreign body inside the shell of an oyster or other pearl-making mollusk. Layer after
layer of Calcium Carbonate in a tiny crystalline form is wrapped around the object as a defense mechanism to protect
the host from the invader. In a natural pearl, this could be a parasite or even a microscopic bit of shell knocked loose. A
cultured pearl is formed in an identical process of layering, only the catalyst is different. A devised irritant is inserted in
the mollusk to start the process…Mother Nature’s little helper. This can be a round bead or any shape desired. The cultured
pearl trade follows the fashion trends. If faceted pearls are wanted, then faceted pearls can be cultured in fresh, salt or
brackish (mixed fresh and salt waters) pearl farms. Cultured pearl production can be accomplished as quickly as 6 months
or up to 7 years, depending on many factors. The pearls
are then priced accordingly. The only way to truly tell
whether a pearl is natural or cultured is with an
X-ray to see under the surface.
Even fake pearls can be
tantalizing. These can be
made of glass beads painted
or fused with a coating of
ground shell lining (Mother
of Pearl).

Cost:
Scissor fob $9000
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See next page
for more info on
scissorsand pearls.
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Products of Note
Dovo Solingen Scissors

Cost:

$3050 - $5050

These Dovo Solingen Scissors are
fabulous for all tasks. We have
a limited supply of the different
finishes, so if you see one you
have to have, please call soon.
Currently in stock:
Brushed Pewter
(previous page)
Bright Silver (right)
Brushed Black (below)
Gold (following page)

SJ Faux Pearls
Cost: $350
If you are part of the Royal Pain
in the Tudors Home Study, you
might remember these fabulous
faux pearls by SJ Designs. In
addition to the ones we have
used, there are many other
shapes, sizes, and colors.
Please contact us for more
information.
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Cost: Accoutrement FOBs

$9000
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underwater canvases
Looking for a fun canvas to
use pearls on? In addition
to the many canvases with
the obvious pearl necklaces,
why not try an underwater
canvas, similar to one of
these.

F
A

Cost:
Fish FOB $2200
SCissors $5050
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Pearls in History
Mary Tudor Pearl
Sometime between 1526 and her death in 1539 this
pearl came into the possession of Empress Isabella of
Portugal, either as a diplomatic gift or by purchase.
When the Empress died the pearl was left to her
daughter, Juana of Austria who assumed regency for
her brother, Philip II, after a brief marriage. The pearl
became part of Philip’s dowry for his new bride, Mary Tudor, after
whom the pearl has been christened.

La Peregrina

The pearl disappeared in the late 16th century only to be found
again in the 21st century and be displayed for the first time in
2013. Because of its disappearance, pearls depicted in paintings of
Mary were mistakenly identified as La Peregrina, a different pearl
which is 53.57 grains smaller than the Mary Tudor pearl.

Pearls shown life size

La Peregrina (“the Wanderer”)

In addition to the Mary Tudor Pearl, King Phillip II was the first owner of the commonly
confused La Peregrina, the most celebrated pearl of its time, not only for its great size, but
also its perfect pear shape, and bright white coloration.
La Peregrina was found off the coast of Panama in the 16th century, and it came into the
possession of the Spanish Crown in 1554 when presented to King Philip II. It was also
believed to be part of his dowry for Queen Mary, though that provenance is not officially documented.
The gem later belonged to Queen Margaret, as well as Joseph Bonaparte, before it was acquired by the
British Marquis of Abercorn.
In 1969 La Peregrina was purchased for a mere $37,000 by famous actor Richard Burton as a gift for his
wife, Elizabeth Taylor. In 2011 it sold at auction for over 11 Million dollars.

La Pelegrina (“The INCOMPARABLE”) & La Peregrina II
Just to confuse you more...La Pelegrina, almost half the size of the Mary Tudor Pearl, was also once part
of the Spanish Crown Jewels, after being presented to Phillip II in 1579. Despite being lost many times in
history, it was sold at auction in 1987 for $463,000.
La Peregrina II was most recently in possession of Queen Sofía of Spain.
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Mary Stuart
Mary Queen of Scots is recognized as one of the earliest known pearl
collectors. Her best-known pearl piece was a 6-strand necklace strung
as a rosary consisting of more than 600 pearls. Many of those pearls
were purchased by Queen Elizabeth I after Mary’s death.

Sir Thomas Gresham
Sir Thomas Gresham owned a large natural pearl valued at 15,000
pounds (excessive when compared to other pearls of the era). The
Gresham pearl came to a consumptive end when Sir Thomas crushed
the pearl and swilled it down in a glass of wine while making a toast
to Queen Elizabeth I. The Spanish Ambassador attending the feast
was astonished.

Anne Boleyn
Anne Boleyn’s favorite necklace was a gold “B” pendant
with 3 teardrop pearls hanging from a strand of pearls.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Accoutrement Magnets

These never fail to bring a smile to my face. My
canvases are starting to look like a Mag Friends
parking lot!!!

Cost: $800 to $1600

Halloween Bead Soup
Scissor Fobs
Small in size, well-balanced and cute, cute, cute! You
know that Halloween is right around the corner. Don’t
you think that your scissors need a new costume
for the fun holiday? Just a little secret...shhhh…we
should have Thanksgiving Bead Soup Fobs in soon.

Cost: $2600
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New Products

Stella light

I first saw this light in Columbus and passed it up, because it didn’t have a magnification feature. The price
seemed too high for a light without a magnifier. A hotel trade show took care of those issues for me. You
just have to see this product where it really “shines” above the rest.

On day two of the St. Charles trade show, I was deep in a conversation about thread and color in the
Gloriana show room. It was dark, not a single window and no more than a 40 watt bulb in the place,
but I was seeing the true color of the thread. It was like the realization moment for Cary Grant in the
movie “Charade,” where the photo clips of memory all fall into place. I was using the light from Stella, an
incredible lighting tool. I didn’t even finish my looking in the Gloriana room before I ran back to purchase
some of these lights. That evening, I set one up to stitch on the Tudors in a HOTEL ROOM! Wow, what a
light. It has a 5-level dimmer and three light settings: warm for ambiance, natural for stitching and cool for
late night tired eyes. You can change light settings with the touch of a finger. Long-lasting LED technology
eliminates hassle and cost of bulb replacement while delivering cool, efficient light. I love the sleek look of
the covered flexible neck and the long lighted head. I do use a magnifier on occasion, but 90% of the time
I only need GREAT light. This light will deliver that as well as blend into my home décor and style.

Cost: Stella Table MOdel
comes in black or white

$25000
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Book of note

Emma Broidery’s
Memory Thread
How-To Guide

While browsing through the market rooms, I stumbled
upon this great little booklet produced by DMC. “Emma
Broidery’s” Memory Thread™ How-To Guide. This little
book packs in a lot of Memory Thread ideas. Between its
covers, you will find full color photos and diagrams along
with “how to do” techniques for easy wired thread ideas
(probably some will also work with the Wired Facets
from Kreinik). DMC and all the creative people who
work for them have compiled loads of easy-to-do clever
embellishments to add to your canvas.

Cost: memory thread
How-To Guide $1000
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New Threads

rainbow gallery

Rainbow Gallery must have Rumpelstiltskin working for them…HOW CAN THEY KEEP COMING UP
WITH NEW THREAD??? The NEW threads for this Summer include:

13 new colors of Silk Lamé Braid
Petite (including Glow in the Dark
White SP300)

8 new colors of Silk Lamé Braid for 18 Mesh
(including Apple Green, Lemon Lime, and Hawaiian
Blue)
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new threads

Rainbow Gallery

11 new colors of Silk
Lamé Braid for 13 Mesh (including
Glacier, Pineapple and Cameo Pink)

3 new colors of Soft Sheen
Fyre Werks (Christmas Red,
Jade and Coral)

3 new colors of Sparkle Rays
Petite. All of them are Glowin-the-dark!

FOUR new colors of Silk Lame’ for 18 were added to the line in St. Charles last weekend
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Gloriana

new threads

I was not only “sold”
on the Stella light
by Gloriana, but
I also came home
with 9 new colors of
Stranded Silk #240
thru #253. This lineup
includes great colors like
Bellagio Red, Vintage Teal
(my fav), Flamingo, Brick
and Toadstool (my 2nd fav).
Well, if I bought the new
Gloriana Stranded Silks, I
just had to have the new
Gloriana Duchess Silks
also. Four new winners;
Lucky Old Sun, French
Blue, Hazelnut Dark and
Brick. Brick is perfect
for, what else, BRICKS.

Kreinik wired facets
Kreinik makes some very unusual threads,
some for stitching through the canvas and some designed
more for surface treatments. Facets is a surface embroidery
thread with an interesting profile which looks like little faceted
beads. There are two sizes of Facets, regular and petite. Now
there is a new variation of the regular size. It comes with a wire
threaded through the center. The wire is invisible but sturdy enough
to mold and hold a shape. Couched script lettering will hold a curve or
corner with fewer tacking stitches. You can create loops and twists which actually leave the canvas surface and
give a totally 3-D effect.
I want to experiment with this to see if I can wrap one color of Facets around another. I also would like to try
wrapping a small contrasting thread around the Facets to see how that will look.
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New Guides

You must purchase either the canvas or thread kit (or both) to order a stitch guide. Have you already bought a canvas
from us? Don’t worry, we can always look up your order and if you have already purchased one of these canvases from
us, you can still order the guide.

Labors of Love
Pelicans

White Pelican

Rogue queens

COST:
Canvas: $6300 each
Amy Guides: $1500 Each
White Pelican Threads: $3800
Grey Pelican Threads: $3205

Grey Pelican

Rogue Designs has many characters in their line up: Downton Abbey, Dr. Who, Military, Religious,
Professional and more. Some of our favorites, which will come as no surprise to anyone, are the Tudors
Characters. We have Catherine of Aragon and Anne of Cleves in stock and additional queens will be coming
soon. Call the shop and we would be happy to send one or all to you.

Anne of Cleves

Catherine of Aragon

Anne Boleyn

Enter Lori Carter and her wonderful guides. So many people
wanted a guide for the Rogue Queens, and I just couldn’t get the
job done. Lori is a wonderful and creative stitcher and is doing
very imaginative things with the Rogue Tudor Designs. She will
be doing a guide for each of the Tudor Queens, starting with Anne
of Cleves. Lori is very close to being finished with this queen
(maybe this weekend). I will post photos on Facebook and keep
you informed of availability.

1313

Katherine Parr

COST:
Canvas: $4900 each
Lori Carter Guides: TBA
Threads: TBD

Amy’s
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stitch of the month

STITCH OF THE MONTH
Pearls on Waves
This lovely pattern of round orbs resting in the swells of the
surf would be great for fabric, wallpaper (turn sideways),
water, a manicured lawn or the red wine goblet filled with a
“Full-Bodied Birdeaux.”
For a watery scene with a pearl look, try using Gloriana’s
new color of stranded silk, #243 Vintage Teal for the stitches
diagrammed in blue, Neon Rays N92 for the stitches
diagrammed in white and Neon Rays+ NP201 for the
stitches diagrammed in green.
Check out the pearls on Annie Lane’s Full-Bodied Birdeaux
canvas!

Cost:
Canvas

$10500
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Customer Gallery

Beige Nautilus Collage
from Lani Designs
Stitched by Sara Schrader
from Amy Bunger stitch guide
Hummingbird
from correspondence course
by Trish Burr
Stitched by Karen Jetton

Halloween Parade
from Melissa Shirley
Stitched by Kathy Brewer
from Amy Bunger stitch guide

Red Cottage Pillow
from Melissa Shirley
Stitched by Sara Schrader
from Amy Bunger stitch guide
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current home study

Kit #5 - Katherine HOward

Katherine Howard turned out so pretty with her beautiful
green Fleur de Lis. If the pearls weren’t so scrumptious
I would have hated to lay that necklace over all that
fun stitching. Green being one of my favorite
colors, I enjoyed every moment stitching the
green area. The Mistake and Waffle Stitches over
a laid foundation in the pale melon and cream
threads give a wonderful intricate woven look
to sit beside the big bold green designs. I am
very pleased with the appearance of the whole
section. Sometimes I have a tiny spot I would
like to tweak a little bit to make it better (you
have to stop somewhere), but this one just fell
together as if there was a plan already in place.

One of the Home Study participants accepted her Katherine
Howard Kit #5 a week early and has already finished the
area. I wonder if she took time to sleep in that week? Her
speedy stitching brought another TIP! to the kit. She suggests
working the gold wiggle line in the design
area first. There were a few irregularities
to the wiggle on her canvas and by
working that area first, she could make each
wiggle the same shape and size. The other pattern stitches worked over any
remaining uncovered gold-painted canvas threads. This TIP! as well as all of
the conversation, ideas, changes and suggestions on the Royal Pain in the
Tudors Facebook page have added so much to this Home Study Project. A
big thank you to everyone who is participating.
This Labor Day weekend I plan on “laboring” with Anne Boleyn. I
have finished the larger deep red area and on to the black with rubies,
moonstones and pearl-like treatments. Can’t wait to show you the finished
product next month.
We have more canvases arriving soon. Call the shop (901) 458-6109 if you
would like to participate in this royal stitching class based on the gowns and
jewels representing the six wives of Henry VIII.
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ODDS & ENDS

What’s Coming next....
2014 Home Study AnnouncemenT
There are no pictures yet but
we will be presenting a Henry
VIII Banner to go with the
Royal Pain in the Tudors
soon. The next Home
Study Project will be a
companion in the same
shape and size (save
those stretcher bars) and
I will be bringing more
information as it is
available.

UPComing events
MAILING Tudor
Group I - KIT #5
GROUP II - KIT #3
September 1

S.M.A.R.T.S.

September 7
10:00 - 1:00
one space available
le

MAILING Tudor
Group I - KIT #6
GROUP II - KIT #4
October 1

coming soon!
Halloween basket
stitch guide
COST:
Canvas: $23100 (comes on 13m or 18m)
Amy Guide: TBA (guide will be written
Thread kit: TBD

for 18m)

Melissa Shirley has the perfect decoration for the Halloween holiday. Her gorgeous baskets continue with
the addition of this arrangement.
I am working on writing a guide for the basket painted on #18 mesh canvas which will be available later this
year. The ideas are swirling! Some ribbons and threads are being dyed, and I am searching the markets and
Web for other fun items to use with the canvas. Call (901) 458-6109 or e-mail amys3808@aol.com to preorder canvas, guide and/or threads.
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